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November 6, 2015
Mr. Ben Crabtree
HBM Architects
1382 West Ninth Street
Cleveland, OH 44113
Re: Exterior Inspection Report: Stark County District Library, Jackson Township Branch
Dear Mr. Crabtree:
A crew from Frost Architectural Preservation, Inc. completed the exterior inspection at 7459 Fulton Drive NW on
October 19, 2015 and on October 26, 2015. The following report is based upon the observations made during
those two inspections. Input from the Facilities Director, Mr. Mark Saunders, and additional input and original
construction drawings from HBM Architect, Mr. Ben Crabtree, were used in locating and evaluating the different
water infiltration issues.
Inspection Observations
Much of the overall exterior envelope of the building is in good condition. The areas where water penetration is
most obvious are localized and can be explained. The following report will detail the areas of concern. Following
the report will be a series of photographs that will illustrate the conditions as mentioned in the report. A list of
recommendations and cost saving alternates will follow the photographs.
Roofing
The existing steel standing seam roofing appears to be in good condition. At some point in the past, there must
have been some signs of rust as spot priming and an overall coat of paint was observed. Although the paint does
not have anything to do with leaks, it will most likely become an issue. Most metal panels are finished with a
paint that is a Teflon based material. Kynar is the most recognized trade name. Being a material that has, “non
stick” qualities, these panels require a special primer to bond to the Kynar material. We noted areas of paint
delamination and saw no evidence of an overall primer. The paint will continue to delaminate.
The thermal scanning of the metal and flat rubber roofs showed no signs of breaks or leaks within the main bodies
of the roofs. In some of the scans, the vertical sides of the metal roofs showed signs of uneven heat, but those
were minimal. The junction between the metal roofs and the limestone gable end caps also showed signs of heat
loss, indicating a gap between the main body of insulation and the outer wall structure. These areas may have
heat loss but did not show open gaps that would explain water infiltration. The outer perimeters of the flat roofs
also showed signs of heat loss indicating gapping between the insulation and wall structures.
It appears that some of the rubber roof materials are shrinking, especially on the northeast quadrant flat roof
adjacent to the upper metal roof. The rubber membrane is stretched and has lifted off of the underlying cant
strips. In this particular area, it appears that repairs have been made in the past, adding material to the existing
roof membrane but the condition persists.
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There are four skylights, one each located on each of the flat roof areas. The skylights have all been recaulked in
the past. The existing sealant appears to be in fair condition. Interior water stains were noted on the due north
skylight.

Masonry
The exterior walls are veneered using Economy 12 sized fired clay masonry bricks. Red/brown clay and an ivory
colored material were used to create the two different colored brick. All brick have hollow cores as part of their
design, allowing the manufacturer to dry and fire the large brick faster than solid brick. In areas where water
penetration exists, under capstones and/or in areas where cracks have formed, the ivory brick have fractured.
The water filling the cores and getting between the brick and underlying concrete structure froze when exposed
to freeze thaw cycles. The expanding water has pushed outward and the brittle brick have cracked, which in turn
has allowed even more water to enter the structure. The two outside columns supporting the book drop off
awning are the best example of this condition.
The limestone caps that cover five gables around the structure are in poor condition. Almost every joint in
between the stones is cracked. Since the stones are relatively large and flat, the rain flowing down the capstones
id feeding into these open joints and passing to the bottom of the stones. The original drawings show that a PVC
thru wall flashing was to be placed under the stones to stop water that may get through the joints from getting
into the wall structure below. I believe that this flashing was installed as the interior signs of water penetration
show up at the base of the gable ends. Unfortunately the flashing that was installed to catch and divert water
away was terminated inside of the wall structure. When the water gets to the bottom of the flashing, it should
run out to the outer wall. Instead, the water is dammed up inside of the junction between the wall and the
underside of the capstones and is running directly into the hollow concrete block wall. The amount and number
of open joints on the limestone capstones is great and water is entering the structure under any rainy conditions.
The original drawings show a thru wall flashing to be installed at the base of the brick wall and under the windows
that set at grade. Of the entire perimeter of the building, at least 50% of this flashing is located below grade.
During heavy rains and/or snow melts, water can back up and create hydrostatic pressure which would pass under
the metal flashing and wet whatever building material is at on the interior where the pressure would relieve itself.
This is very evident under the large set of windows on the northeast wall. The flashing material is basically a
copper foil that has an asphalt backing. If is flimsy and tears easily. It is easily imaginable that this thin metal
flashing system is compromised in multiple areas inside of the wall structure. The drawings call for weep holes
every 2’ on center. We noted ropes, most likely ¼” rope used to create the openings within the mortar. It was
believed that the rope would wick water from inside of the wall cavity to the exterior. In most cases these ropes
appear to be deteriorated and any water within the wall cavity may not be able to properly drain through the
clogged passages. If water becomes dammed within the wall cavity, it would run through any break in the metal
wall flashing and pass through to the interior.

Glass and Metal
The window systems around the entire structure appear to have relatively good exterior sealants sealing the outer
perimeters. Some areas where the windows met the sills at the ground level were noted to have openings. The
aluminum framework, whether embedded into a masonry opening or anchored to a steel frame, is constructed
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out of hollow units that are assembled and sealed on site. The large glass panes are set into the framework and
held in place using rubber gaskets. The gaskets are intended to stop any connection between the glass and metal
as any pinch points would crack the glass. The gaskets are also intended to seal the glass to the metal and stop
water penetration. If any small amount of water passes through the gasket system, it is designed to drain within
the mullions and framework and pass to the exterior. This system depends on the sealants being installed during
construction to be installed correctly. If a metal to metal seam is not properly sealed within the framework, it will
allow the water to pass through to the interior. In the case of the existing window installation, many of the rubber
gaskets used to set the glass into the aluminum framework have shrunk and pulled away at the corners creating
large holes between the glass and the aluminum framework. During heavy rains, these holes are actually
funneling the water into the framework and potentially flooding it. Any water that is passing through the metal
frames is eventually draining downward and wetting the interior carpet and drywall at the base. This gasket
condition, combined with poor thru wall flashing right at the base of the windows is allowing much of the water
that is damaging the carpet and drywall to pass through to the interior.
Summary
Overall, the exterior envelope of the building is structurally sound. Most of the brick veneer is in good condition.
The large limestone gable ends are in poor condition and allowing large amounts of water to enter the structure.
This water penetration is causing interior paint and drywall damage. Where the water is encapsulated in the
masonry wall and exposed to freezing temperatures, the ice jacking is damaging the brickwork. Intended thru wall
flashing systems are not working and where located below grade, are allowing water in to the structure. The
aluminum window frame system is failing and allowing water to enter the structure. All of these issues should be
resolved before completing any interior renovation.
End of Inspection Observations

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Supporting Photographs with Notes

Above Left and Right: Peeling paint on the sloped standing seam roof exposes unprimed original paint underneath. The
white stains are signs of primer applied in limited areas only.
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Above Left and Right: Thermal scans of the roofs. Note that the sloped metal roof and flat rubber roof are very consistent.
Variations in the vertical metal walls, especially at the corner junctions were noted.
Below Left: The junction between the rubber roof at the base of the metal roof is showing signs of heat loss.
Below Right: The junction between the metal roof and the masonry gable end is showing signs of heat loss.
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Above: The rubber membrane is stretched and pulling away, and off, of the structure. The area in the foreground appears to
be a repair but is showing the same condition.
Below: The skylights have been caulked in the past, note the old sealant on the roof. The repair sealant appears to be failing.
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Above and Below: Examples of open joints and cracking on the limestone gable end capstones.
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Above Left: Water trapped inside of these ivory colored bricks has frozen and expanded starting the cracking process.
Above Right: The columns at the book drop off awning have severe deterioration, partially because these masonry units are
completely unheated by the building and the effects of freeze thaw are exaggerated.
Below: Detail of the thru wall flashing at the base of the wall. This is one of the areas above grade. If flooded, water will pass
under the flashing and into the building.
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Above: The thru wall flashing is located just under the sill stone. Water flowing from the glass can flood this area at grade.
Below: The sealant was removed from the base of this window unit. There is no sill plate and any water draining through the
framework will not be able to drain outside bur will become dammed and flow to the interior.
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Above: Note the flimsy copper foil flashing and the rope used to create a weep drain.
Below: The flashing has failed and allowed water to reach and puddle on the steel lintel that supports the overhead
brickwork. The steel is severely rusted in this area.
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Above and Below: Note the gasket material has shrunk and gapped at the corners. The thermal scan shows extreme heat
loss as air is passing from the interior to the exterior through the openings. This is also a good example of how the aluminum
frame is sealed to the sill and the thru wall flashing under the sill is completely below grade.
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Above and Below: Both photographs show poor detailing where the foil flashing wraps the steel lintel plate. The steel
embedded in the masonry wall just inches away is unprotected and rusting.

End of Photographs with Notes

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Exterior Inspection Report: Stark County District Library, Jackson Township Branch, Repair Recommendations
The following list will make recommendations for top of the line repairs with notes as to possible cost saving
alternates.
Metal Roof Paint: The roof appears to be in good condition at the moment. When the deterioration creates the
need to repaint, we recommend stripping the existing topcoat of paint to remove the potential of future paint
failure. All exposed rust should be cleaned using power tools and spot primed using Sherwin Williams Kem Bond
primer. The entire prepared roof should be primed using Sherwin Williams Pro-Cryl acrylic primer and top coated,
two coats, using Sherwin Williams DTM acrylic gloss coating. The cost saving approach would be to spot clean,
spot prime and single top coat as necessary.
Rubber Roofing: We recommend removing and replace the rubber roofs making sure to closely inspect the
insulation, especially at the junction between the flat roof and perimeter where the insulation meets vertical
walls. The cost saving approach would be to repair or replace only the roofs where necessary and inspect every
year to create a maintenance program that would stop issues from getting to a point where they leak into the
interior.
Skylights: The existing skylights should be replaced. A cost saving alternate would be to Recaulk the skylights
100% and inspect yearly.
Gable End Limestone Caps: The existing limestone cap system is failing and creating damage. The stones are
damaged as well as being pinned to the sub structure. Removing the stones will most likely destroy them. We
feel that the stone caps should be removed and a stainless steel thru wall flashing system that covers the entire
brick wall be installed. New anchoring pins can be incorporated into the design to accommodate new limestone
caps. Once set in place, the joints can be grouted and the skyward facing joints caulked using Dow Corning
silicone sealants. The cost saving alternate would be to remove the limestone caps and install a protective
flashing over the masonry wall. The top surface can be built up using treated lumber and an aluminum cap system
installed that would replicate the general aesthetic of the original stone. An even more cost saving approach
would be to repoint all of the joints and caulk the skyward facing joints and apply a waterproofing material. This
will not repair the underlying issue but could keep the water out for a limited time.
Damaged Brickwork: The cracked and damaged brickwork should be removed, proper wall anchors installed and
new brick installed. Once all exterior restoration repairs are complete, we recommend applying Prosoco
Weatherseal Siloxane PD to all exterior masonry surfaces. There is not a cost saving alternate for the brick repair.
Thru Wall Flashing: The thru wall flashing is not performing as intended. We recommend removing the brick
located over steel lintels and replacing deteriorated steel as necessary. All exposed steel that does not require
replacement should be thoroughly cleaned and primed using Sherwin Williams Zinc Rich primers. A new flashing
system should be installed and the prepared openings infilled using new brick.
At the ground level, we recommend removing sections of brickwork and installing a stainless steel thru wall
flashing system that is anchored and sealed to the back up masonry wall. The new system should be at least 8”
above grade. Proper weep drainage, cell vents, can be installed to ensure proper drainage and evaporation.
While the wall is opened up, the backup masonry can be damp proofed to stop future wicking. A cost saving
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alternate may be to re-grade the exterior soil to ensure that the existing thru wall flashing remains above grade
and cannot be flooded during heavy rains.
Windows: We recommend replacing the existing window system with new. Proper sill plates and flashing be
incorporated into the new systems. Any steel exposed by the removal of window systems should be cleaned and
painted before new systems are installed. If possible, adding a short masonry wall under the windows that
currently extend to the floor may be desirable to ensure that future drainage is not directly at grade. The cost
saving alternate would be to install silicone sealants repairing the gasket system and trying to create a completely
waterproof system that would not rely on drainage.
End of Exterior Inspection Report: Stark County District Library, Jackson Township Branch, Repair Recommendations

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Frost Building Maintenance, Inc./Frost Architectural Preservation, Inc. is an A+ rated member of the Greater
Cleveland Better Business Bureau, The Cleveland Restoration Society, and The Association for Preservation
Technology International. If you have any questions regarding this report and proposal, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Sincerely,

John G. Frost
President
Frost Building Maintenance, Inc.
Frost Architectural Preservation, Inc.
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